**DICE & DANCE**

**OBJECT OF THE GAME:**
Roll the dice and bust a move for the most points!

**WHAT YOU'LL NEED:**
- 1 die

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

**Playing the Game:** Players will take turns rolling a die and doing the move for that number! For each completed move, the player will earn the number of points on the die. The player with the most points at the end of the game, wins!

**Tip:** For added fun, give bonus points for the silliest or most skilled moves!

- 🔄 Hop on one foot
- 🔄 🔄 Jump up and down
- 🔄 🔄 🔄 Wave your hands in the air
- 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 Spin around
- 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 Shuffle your feet
- 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 🔄 Freestyle!